Open up spaces. Protect lives.

SLIDING DOORS

DOORS
FRAMES
GLAZINGS
SLIDING DOORS
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COME IN – COME ALIVE
DOMOFERM doors are as versatile as your projects are! As
sliding doors or telescope sliding doors, in the home, office
buildings, health sector, industry, tourism and leisure, they are
the optimal solution for every
object.
The combination of the level of
highest quality and elegance
are integral to every DOMOFERM door element, making it
a unique part of any building.
Sliding doors by DOMOFERM
save architects and planners the
headache of finding technical
solutions for fire-protection.

DOMOFERM combines modern design and functionality. Clear lines, high-quality materials, premium surfaces and perfect functionality – this is
pure innovation!
Our door elements adapt to your needs. We create special made-to-measure products and individual solutions for your unique requirements:
innovative door constructions for ultra-large openings for almost any application.
As a specialist in products made of steel, we provide integrated solutions. Let us convince you:
our innovative products are made for your individual ideas.
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Segments

OUR SEGMENTS
DOMOFERM doors stand out in every area of use because of their
excellent qualities: in residential buildings, offices, health sector, industry, tourism and leisure. Several different elements offer diverse
design possibilities.

Habitation

Vitality and Well-Being
Come home and enjoy the peace – quality of
life is based on vitality and well-being. You want
to experience a feeling of comfort and security
in your own four walls and to enjoy quality and
design. We can contribute to these needs – with
a comprehensive programme of doors and glazed
elements that leaves nothing left to be desired in
terms of quality and offers protection and security;
with a team of experienced experts who will give
you comprehensive advice and our vast range of
design options and materials.

Work & Education

Motivation and Identification
Consistent performance requires motivation and
personal identification with a company. Only a professional environment oriented toward people’s
needs provides the basis for long-term success.
Many factors are at work in ensuring the right
working conditions, and we can help with these,
with our top-of-the-range quality and detailed
specialist knowledge. Doors are a vital part of an
office’s fixtures and fittings and provide the potential to create a positive work atmosphere for those
who work in the office and those who visit them.
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Assistance and Healthcare

Health service

The health sector is one of the most sensitive
areas of public life. People in need of care require
a special environment – particularly in regards to
functionality, but also in terms of well-being and
comfort. As a result, we have been focusing on
the needs of hospitals and health institutions for
many years. It is our goal that our products help
contribute to modern healthcare and therapy by
being used in the optimal manner.

Security and Performance

Industry & Transport

Where there is activity, where performance counts,
where perfection is the target: our doors put you
on the right track to fulfilling these requirements.
Security and functionality are the most important
factors in industrial environments and transport.
We ensure these needs are fulfilled by solutions
that can meet every challenge and trend. We strive
to open the door of success for companies and
organizations – with competence, know-how and
decades of experience.

Relaxation and Recuperation

Tourism & spare time

Quality of life begins with leisure for many people;
during this time we look for undisturbed relaxation and recuperation. Hotels, event venues, leisure
centres and other facilities have to live up to high
expectations. When it comes to doors, we know
what is really relevant. As well as professional and
competent advice, we offer high-quality products
to ensure comfortable entry along with sound
proofing, safety and elegance – factors that contribute significantly to guest satisfaction.
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Product Overview

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
MADE-TO-MEASURE SOLUTIONS – PERFECTLY ADAPTED
You are looking for door systems for oversized openings that are
as elegant as they are functional? Doors by DOMOFERM meet the
highest levels of standard in both elegance and functionality. Our
doors are available in two-leaf to five-leaf options with electronic
or mechanical controls and in EI230 up to EI290 fire-protection variations: DOMOFERM sliding doors meet all technical requirements
and make a visual statement.
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SLIDE TT7xx
Telescope Sliding Door

Fire-protection

SLIDE ST7xx
Sliding Door
Number of leaves

1-2

2-5

EI230, EI260, EI290

EI230, EI260, EI290

8

10

Self-closing mechanism mechanical
Self-closing mechanism with drive
Vision panel

Surfaces

Galvanized
Prime painted (similar to RAL 9010)
Powder-coated
Stainless steel

Page
Basic equipment
Optional
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Sliding Door

SLIDE ST7XX
All-purpose and multi-functional: perfect for schools, public buildings, shopping centres or the health sector. Large openings are
very popular. SLIDE sliding doors by DOMOFERM combine functionality and design with ease.

The SLIDE ST7xx sliding door comes with a wide range of optional extras. Whether you are looking for
drives, closing systems or wicket doors -- our doors
adapt to your requirements. Providing a wide variety of different vision panels, handles, surfaces and
individual colour schemes comes naturally to us.
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SLIDE ST7xx sliding doors can be closed from
either one or both sides – just as you wish or
as space dictates. Our multi-functionality is also
visible when it comes to safety issues: our SLIDE
sliding doors comply with fire-protection requirements (EI230 up to EI290), as well as additional lock,
escape route and monitoring functions.

Robust and reliable
DOMOFERM sliding doors –
excellence in quality combined
with more than 50 years of
experience in building doors.
The sliding doors run along a
3 mm wide running rail – the
strongest in its class – and are
spring-loaded for smooth opening and closing.

SLIDE ST7xx - sliding door in EI230 up to EI290

74 mm door leaf

available in one-leaf or two-leaf variations, EI230 up to EI290 fire-protection possible

vision panels possible

electronic and mechanical door control systems

wicket door

variety of handles

surfaces:
STANDARD (galvanized)
			
GRUNDIERT (prime painted)
			
PRISMA® (RAL powder-coated)
			
STAINLESS (stainless steel)
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Telescope Sliding Door

SLIDE TT7XX
DOMOFERM doors are as versatile as your projects are! SLIDE TT7xx
telescope doors save space and combine elegance with functionality – from modern buildings to the industrial sector.

Are you looking for door systems for oversized
openings wich are functional but elegant too?
SLIDE TT7xx telescope and sliding doors are the
perfect alternative to conventional sliding doors
when space is limited: Our doors are available
in two-leaf to five-leaf options with electronic
or mechanical controls and in EI230 up to EI290
fire-protection variations. They save space and
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glide quietly with highest possible stability at low
weights. DOMOFERM sliding doors are made-tomeasure solutions and meet all technical requirements. The SLIDE TT7xx product series can be
integrated or concealed in a way that it makes a
visual statement. Either way, it is a perfect combination of safety with elegance.

Design and Functionality
DOMOFERM sliding doors are
characterized by a particularly flush surface even with
larger-sized doors and are
manufactured accurately to the
millimeter. Simple, functional
design and perfect workmanship enable us to put innovative
concepts into practice – in hospitals, industrial facilities and in
modern buildings.

SLIDE TT7xx - Telescope sliding door in EI230 up to EI290

74 mm door leaf

available in one-leaf or two-leaf variations

EI230 up to EI290 fire-protection possible

vision panels possible

electronic and mechanical door control systems

variety of handles

surfaces:
STANDARD (galvanized)
			
GRUNDIERT (prime painted)
			
PRISMA® (RAL powder-coated)
			
STAINLESS (stainless steel)
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Running Gear Suspension

RUNNING GEAR SUSPENSION
The running gear and its suspension system are essential factors for the high quality of DOMOFERM
sliding doors. The 3 mm wide running gear is the strongest in its class and ensures smooth opening and
closing. Various types of suspension systems are available to ensure the individuality of your project.

STANDARD SUSPENSION
The standard running gear suspension is preset to be
mounted onto brick walls. Adjustable wall fixing brackets
hold the extremely robust running gears in place. A running
gear panel gives a neat, visual impression.

TELESCOPE MOUNTING
The advantage of the telescope suspension system is that
it can be suspended directly from the ceiling. Distances of
between 250 mm to 2000 mm are suitable.
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MOUNTING WITH BELL ELEMENT (SOUND-PROOFED)
To prevent the spreading of sound within the building element due
its operation, the sliding door can be fitted with bell elements. Halfshells made of rubber with infused threaded rods reduce the noise
made by the moving door. This is the preferred choice in residential
buildings, offices, health-care institutions and event venues.
All suspension systems are available with bell elements. Note the
changing headroom!

CEILING MOUNTING
For lower installation depths and the maximum use of the net clearance height, the running gear can be installed directly onto the ceiling. The headroom is 111 mm – 120 mm. A panel with plasterboard
filling provides for the necessary partitioning.

STANDARD SUSPENSION IN USE WITH TELESCOPE DOOR
The fixing brackets for the telescope door meet the triple, telescope
door standard. Special solutions up to quintuple suspensions can
also be created.

TELESCOPE RUNNING GEAR SUSPENSION WITH PARTITIONING
The telescope running gear suspension is also available for the
telescope option.
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Door Sections

DOOR SECTIONS

DOOR SECTIONS FOR SLIDE ST7XX SLIDING DOORS
There are two types available for sliding doors: a one-sided
and a two-sided option.

One-sided option:

Two-sided option, symmetric opening (asymmetric also possible):
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DOOR SECTIONS FOR SLIDE TT7XX TELESCOPE SLIDING DOOR
Several types are available for the telescope sliding door.
All types open from either the left or the right.

Two-leaf option, opens right:

Two-leaf option, opens symmetrically (asymmetrically also possible):

Three-leaf option, opens right:

Three-leaf option, opens symmetrically (asymmetrically also possible):

Four-leaf option, opens right:

Five-leaf option, opens right:
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Accessories

ACCESSORIES
Basic Equipment
STRIKE JAMB
When the door is closed, the strike jamb provides a flush
finish. The integrated fire-protection intumescent swells up
in the event of a fire and provides additional door sealing.

INTAKE ABSORBER

Torführung
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The absorber provides smooth closing into the final position by
gently stopping the door. The oil-pressure absorber can be adjusted
manually.

HOLDING MAGNET
The holding magnet is fitted with a spring (preloaded) to
ensure safe and reliable closing. In an open position, the
magnet holds the door and has to be attached to a fireprotection system provided by the customer.
An optional smoke detector to be installed by the customer
is also available.

SELF-CLOSING MECHANISM
Self-closing is done via a counterweight. Depending on door size
and type, one or two counterweights are used. They are set at the
necessary closing force with steel plates during on-site installation.
The counterweight comes with an elegant box as standard, so that
there is no risk of injury.

RECESSED DOOR HANDLE
The recessed door handle is available galvanized, prime
painted, powder-coated or in stainless steel. The formation
of the recess greatly reduces the risk of hands being trapped in the door. The handle is flush with the door leaf and is
neat and unobstrusive.

PULL HANDLE
The handle is easy to grip and very strong. It can only be mounted
on one side -- the other side is fitted with a flush pull.
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Optional Accessories
DRIVE
DOMOFORM fire-protection doors are tested with electronic
drives. The specially developed drives operate with battery
backup which facilitates the opening and closing on a day
to day basis and in the case of a power cut, will ensure the
door closes.

FREE-WHEEL DEVICE
It is sensible for doors which are opened and closed very frequently
to free wheel in operation. For normal use, the door can be handled
like a conventional sliding door with no force required to open and
close. In the case of a smoke detector setting off the alarm, a preloaded free-wheel slide mechanically closes the door.

LOCK
All sliding doors are can be locked, with a circular-bolt lock
integrated within the door leaf. The cylinder lock case can
be adapted to the building’s lever handle design.

VISION PANELS
Sliding doors and wicket doors can be fitted with vision panels. In
addition to standard rectangular glazing, bull’s eyes are also available
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RECESS FLAP
When the passage way is open, the door is concealed within the
recess behind a flap. When the fire-alarm goes off and the door is
activated, the maintenance-free flap is automatically opened by the
closing door.

SPRING FLAP
The strike jamb can be covered by a spring flap. This provides a
flush appearance to the wall.
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WICKET DOOR
Wicket doors provide a safe escape route when the sliding door is closed. The flush integrated door is
fitted with a three-dimensionally adjustable hinge. Dependant on the technical specifications, up to
two doors can be integrated.

LEVER & LOCK
A stainless steel lever handle specifically designed by
DOMOFERM blends in perfectly with the clear lines of the
door and has an impressive elegant stainless steel surface.
All doors are equipped with a lock.

ANTI PANIC SYSTEM
Europe has uniform norms for emergency exit door equipment. We
provide tested emergency exit systems in compliance with EN 179
and anti panic systems in compliance with EN 1125.
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THRESHOLDS
Wicket doors come without thresholds to avoid trip hazards
and for ease of passage. Sometimes a threshold is needed
for reasons of stability, such as oversized doors or several
integrated doors next to each other.

VISION PANELS
Wicket doors can be fitted with vision panels.
In addition to standard rectangular glazing, bull’s eyes are also
available. A vision panel integrated at eye-level reduces the risk of
colliding with people on the other side of the door. It also allows
the fire brigade and police forces the chance to make a quick visual
check and evaluation of the situation in the case of an emergency.

VX PROJECT HINGE
Galvanized VX project hinges are the standard hinges for
all wicket doors. They can be adjusted three-dimensionally
without unhinging the door. The easy installation of large
and heavy doors in highly frequented areas has made it
the standard hinge for building projects. This maintenancefriendly option guarantees a long life-cycle for the whole
element. The hinge is available in stainless steel or the RAL
of your choice.

SELF-CLOSING
Fire-protection doors must be manufactured with a self-closing
mechanism, according to official regulations. This mechanism is
guaranteed through the use of door closers. They ensure safe and
continuous functionality and excellent closing comfort.
Various types, including an integrated door closer, are available.
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Extras

Surfaces
GALVANIZED
Galvanized surfaces are becoming increasingly popular in
modern architecture and display steel in a visible manner.
This surface can be used as a ready-made surface inside. The
metal is coated with a reinforced layer of zinc. Weld and cutting joints are treated with zinc rich paint.
DOMOFERM doors are galvanized as standard.

PRIME PAINTED
The doors can be coated with electrostatic sprayed prime paint. The
undercoat’s colour tone is white (similar to RAL 9010), and is 30 - 35
µ thick.

PRISMA®
Sliding doors with PRISMA® surfaces are galvanized and
powder-coated.
The surface structure is smooth with matt gloss layer. The
sliding door can be adjusted to the architectural concept
with numerous colours that can be chosen from the RAL
color chart.
NCS tones available on request.

STAINLESS
Stainless steel doors are used where resistance to moisture or use
in an aggressive environment is necessary, as well as in areas with
high hygiene standards, such as hospitals or the food industry.
The following types are available:
stainless steel, material number1.4301 (V2A) or 1.4571 (V4A), polished and brushed, grain 180, 240, 400
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Take a look at our special brochures!
Our brochures provide you with the best basis for planning and decisionmaking. Contents: all doors, frames, glazing and security doors by DOMOFERM.

Guide for architects, interior designers
and planners
Specifiers will appreciate a look into our compendium. The reprinted
DOMOFORM Handbook for Planning is an indispensible tool for architects,
planners and engineers. It now contains additional information, new material and possible applications for doors, frames and glazing by DOMOFERM.
Order the 512 page DOMOFERM Handbook for Planning at marketing@
domoferm.com.


information, new innovations and possible applications
for doors, frames and glazing by DOMOFERM

512 pages

color pictures, drawings and illustrations

product description including planning CD with CAD drawings and tender texts

high-quality hardcover edition
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